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VOCABULARY WORDS (2024-25)  

TERM 1 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS  

1. Write the meaning of the given words and make a sentence of your own from each word. 

2. Submit the vocabulary notebook on every Thursday. 

3. Work to be done in separate vocabulary notebook that will continue in the next session. 

 

 

LIST 1 LIST 2 LIST 3 LIST 4 LIST 5 LIST 6 

Legal terms Measurement Military Money Negative 
Words 

Thanksgiving 

bankrupt cubit armoury bailout callous feast 

chambers dram ballistic collateral dismal gratitude 

confession fathom cavalry debt eroding harvest 

defence folio decode credit feeble leftovers 

equity gross epaulet fund gawky native 

ethics gauge honour mortgage grotesque platter 

fraud knot infantry portfolio haggard plymouth 

guardian pinch musket recession icky recipe 

jury width neutral swap junky serve 

liable quarter platoon vault lousy voyage 

acquittal bushel conscriptions wages bone-idle cornucopia 

 

 

LIST 7 LIST 8 LIST 9 LIST 10 LIST 11 LIST 12 

Astronomy Carnival Constitution Family Election 
 

Feelings 

black hole exhibition census maternal electorate capricious 

cosmos frolic democracy paternal incumbent defiance 

dark matter gleeful electoral patriarchy lobbyist ecstasy 

eclipse hijinks federal clan poll fury 

flare juggle impeach descendent precinct grumpy 

gravity masquerade legal eligible senator hysteria 

inertia prance magna carta foster tally infatuated 

meteor regale oath groom voter jaded 

asteroids wingding quorum heritage booth revulsion 

observatory fiesta suffrage ancestor democrat rage 

extraterrestrial carousel bicameral adoption endorsement tranquil 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

LIST 13 LIST 14 LIST 15 LIST 16 LIST 17 LIST 18 

Happy Numbers Positive words Time Religion and 
Philosophy 

    Art and culture 

chirpy cluster commend biennial theology aesthetic 

euphoric deluge dazzling decade Buddhism iconography 

gratified enormous ethical epoch Hinduism impressionism 

jovial giant grin fortnight Christianity portraiture 

merry horde harmonious horology Islam conceptually 

mirthful infinite intuitive jiffy Judaism imaginative 

optimistic jumble jubilant annum Atheism exquisite 

radiant mega abundant synchronized agnosticism monetarily 

upbeat piles nurturing tardy Enlightenment inventive 

contented zillions robust solstice Nirvana auteur 

felicitous cardinality irrefutable anachronism Morality evocative 

 


